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2018 SYDNEY
INVICTUS GAMES

Final spots secured for the
Youth Olympic Games

Talented individual archers
from across Australia!

Brave men and women who
have their eye on the target

Matchplay –1st – Patrick Willis, 2nd – Giorgio Vasiliades

Compound Cadet Male
WA720 – 3rd - Jabara Callaghan-Audet
WA1440 – 1st - Jabara Callaghan-Audet

Recurve Intermediate Women

Matchplay – 1st - Jabara Callaghan-Audet

WA720 – 1st – Elizabeth Parington, 2nd – Yvonne
Borchers, 3rd – Tian Mortimer
WA1440 - 1st – Elizabeth Parington, 2nd – Yvonne
Borchers, 3rd – Tian Mortimer
Matchplay –1st Tian Mortimer, 2nd – Elizabeth

Compound Cadet Women
WA720 – 1st - Tazmin Forrest
Matchplay – 1st – Tazmin Forrest

Parington, 3rd – Yvonne Borchers
Compound Intermediate Men
Compound Open Male

WA720 – 2nd - Mitchell Campbell

WA720 – 1st – Jay Moylan, 3rd – Scott Buscombe

WA1440 – 3rd – Mitchell Campbell

WA1440 – 1st – Jay Moylan

Matchplay – 3rd – Mitchell Campbell

Matchplay – 1st - Gregory Blunden, 2nd – Jay
Moylan

Compound Intermediate Women
WA720 - 1st - Ailani Cox, 2nd - Alyssa Mollema

Compound Open Female

WA1440 – 1st – Tazmin Forrest, 2nd – Ailani Cox,

WA720 – 1st – Louise Redman

3rd – Alyssa Mollema

WA1440 – 3rd – Louise Redman

Matchplay – 1st – Ailani Cox, 2nd – Alyssa Mollema

Matchplay – 2nd – Louise Redman

Compound Junior Men
Matchplay – 1st – Callan Ineson

Learning Longbow ,
an adventure in archery
Story By Kitty Drok

I took up archery about 15 months ago. From

asked him to make me one. One afternoon he

was a bit gobsmacked to see him whip out a wood rasp and

wooden club recurves to my very own bow in about

pulled me over and asked me to choose a bit of

start cutting away at the bow I’d just handled!

three months. And then, predictably, within a year

wood to form the central grip of the stave. “Pick a

I’d upgraded absolutely everything. Nothing of my

piece that speaks to you”, he instructed. A bit like

Another week later and he handed me a finished bow. It’s

first bow remains in my current setup.

choosing pearls I think – apparently the right one

I shoot freestyle recurve, and the learning curve has

finds you (not that I have any experience in that re-

been steep. Technique, technique, technique.
I sort of look like I know what I’m doing now, but
I still feel like a beginner. My first Championship
event was just last month (National and State Indoor), and I’m slowly pushing out to the maximum
distance I need to shoot for Outdoor (70 m, eek!).
I’m really enjoying it, and finding that archery is a
constant progression of new challenges. My current ‘exploratory’ challenge is learning to shoot
longbow. How hard can it be? I’ve got my basic
shooting technique (as a work in progress), and I’m
coping with all the additional equipment that goes
with freestyle recurve archery…….
But I’m discovering that longbow is a completely
different beast, which was one of its attractions for
me in the first place. The simplicity, the ‘zen’, the
joy of a more traditional approach to flinging arrows about for the sheer pleasure of it. I thought it
would be a good alternative and offset to my OCD
freestyle recurve habit, obsessed with technique,
precision and improving scores.
I thought longbow would teach me many things,
and I haven’t been disappointed.
It started with acquiring one. A friend at my club
makes longbows as a compulsive hobby, and I

gard either). As it turns out, I gravitated towards a
beautiful piece of tuart immediately. Lovely grain,
nice colour, it just felt right.
A week later he thrust a stick into my hands. That
tuart was now the central piece of my new bow,
laminated, long-limbed, rough but ready. He
strung it and asked me to get a feel for it. The draw
was a little too heavy, and the grip a little too tubular – I was hoping for something a bit more like the
pistol grip on my recurve, and I told him so. But I

beautiful, in my eyes anyway. I asked for his arrow spine
recommendations and tried shooting a few different arrows
to narrow my choice down. I’m discovering that the degree
of centre shot and difference in limb speed can make the
spine recommendations taken from recurve arrow charts
more of a ‘best guess’.
Then I came across my first really ‘new’ longbow concept.
Arrow length wasn’t just about the right spine to match
the bow weight and my draw length and being able to use
a clicker (that was one less complication at least). I was
originally going to leave my arrows uncut, but was informed by experienced longbowers at my club that surplus
arrow length could affect aiming – the further away the
point of the arrow was, the more variability if I was going to
‘gap shoot’.

Right. Deep breath. Aiming this thing? I’ve got no

ing at grass, nowhere near the target. So I tried

hand, and the sound of the arrows loosing – I’ll

For my second scoring attempt I went back to my

idea about instinctive archery, and face walking or

the traditional and tested finger-to-the-corner-of-

never get sick of the wooden ‘boing’ I hear, rather

under-jaw anchor, aimed at grass, and tried to

string walking don’t appeal to me as a creature of

the-mouth anchor. All of a sudden I lost any sort

than the ‘snap’ of my recurve. It’s so quiet. I was

maintain as much recurve technique as possible.

habit. Or maybe it’s the freestyle recurve mindset –

of string picture, any ability to get the string to my

concerned about hand shock, but what little

Apart from canting the bow, spreading the hook,

same execution, every time? Gap shooting makes

nose (a basic fact of geometry, but ‘technique,

there is is kind of reassuring. It lets me know I

and forgetting about solidly setting shoulder align-

sense to me – aim on the point of the arrow. Just

technique, technique’, aargh!), and any sense of

haven’t dropped the bow (no finger sling – mess-

ment and expanding through a clicker. It’s defi-

aim somewhere appropriate, which is probably not

where my draw elbow was. Never mind the varia-

ing with my technique again).

nitely not ‘approved’ recurve technique, and it’s

the gold in most cases, unfortunately.

tion in my draw hand. But yay, I could gap shoot

definitely not ‘traditional’ either, but it’s working for

So then I shot my new longbow in earnest, with

aiming at something at least relating to the target.

Reassessing after that shoot, I really wasn’t sold

matched arrows (and feathers, how exotic!). Hop-

Progress of sorts.

ing to hit the target. Longbow has given me different expectations already!

And then I shot a scoring round. Longbow is so
humbling! I used to obsess about how many shots

I originally wanted to maintain as much of my re-

were in the red at 20, 30, 40 m. But I celebrated

curve ‘form’ as possible – I didn’t want to confuse or

every scoring arrow with the longbow. Anything in

mess up all that hard-earned technique. But that

the gold was a Scrabble triple-word-score bonus.

didn’t happen…

It was so much fun too. My bow was so light in the

A vertical setup and pre-draw to set the shoulders
and alignment? The arrow kept falling off the shelf,
and there was no weight in the bow to work with,
compared to my recurve. I tried canting the bow
during the setup and pre-draw a bit, then straightening up on the draw. But the arrow still came off
the shelf. Again and again. Rookie error – I was
pinching the nock. Not enough to affect my skinny
carbon arrow sitting on its arrow rest and under a
clicker, but enough to affect my fatter aluminium
arrow sitting on the shelf of my longbow. I needed
to change my hook, and spread it out.
Where to anchor???? I started out with my underthe-jaw recurve anchor. ‘Technique’ and all that.
But I quickly discovered that it’s not much fun aim-

on the corner-of-mouth anchor point. Too much

me so far.

variability in my draw hand, a string picture I

Adding to the learning experience, my most recent

couldn’t make sense of, and the lack of string

foray was shooting clout with the longbow. I’d

contact with my nose made me feel guilty in case

never shot clout at all before, so this was an experi-

a coach was watching! The vertical variability in

ment on multiple levels. It was great fun, and the

my shots was also an eye-opener, without main-

under-jaw anchor wasn’t a disadvantage as I was

taining a decent set of the shoulders and relying

aiming at the tops of trees anyway. It was incred-

on a clicker.

ibly satisfying to loose an arrow with nothing more

How on earth do these longbowers shoot with

complicated than a stick and string, and watch it

any degree of accuracy?

arc through the air across the entire length of the field to the clout. Scoring points was a bonus, just shooting was
a reward in itself. I think I’m hooked.
I’m still a very long way from being a proficient longbower, but it has taught me so much already. Every change
or compromise from recurve technique makes me think just that bit more about what I’m doing, and why. I can
only hope it makes me a better overall archer in the long run. But more importantly, my longbow reminds my
why I was attracted to archery in the first place. It has a beautiful simplicity, but it’s not simple, or easy. It’s great
fun to just shoot, and reminds me to appreciate the small things, and take nothing for granted. Every arrow on
target is a celebration. All photo credit to Carrie-Anne Lachance.

What’s In Your Quiver...
with Ella-rose Carson

